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About This Game

Distant Space are present the arcade game of cosmic fights in arcade style of the 80's, this is a game where you can control the
spaceship and forced to destroy extraterrestrials, which are moving in the certain order.

26 unique levels, fights against bosses and ear candy music of that era emphasize style of the Space Distant game.
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Publisher:
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got a refound after 10 mins this game is whorst than call of duty infinite warfare. Have top of the line video card yet game only
loads music up with no visable game. Only way to stop it is with task manager.. I bought this game with 90% off and i think for
a so simple game developers could at least put the option to choose levels and remap keys...the gameplay isnt bad but nothing
special at all. I'm playing this while listening to music from Dio \m/

Good times :). Space Invaders in 20 minutes, then its game over forever.. nice little game. Distant Space (was Space Distant, but
the game is massively changed since a patch that changed the name) is a fairly basic Space Invaders variant with little to
recommend it, you will take on about 23 waves of very similar groups of aliens firing down at you, and at certain points fight
three boss aliens.

The game is very easy, you can take a fair few hits each level, so progress is almost inevitable no matter how bad you are at
these games, and when you die you will get back full health and shield, and even keep any special ammo you still have in store,
so the only real penalty is having to start clearing the level from the start again. The only even slightly tough level is the final
one, and even that I cleared first time (well I deliberately died once to refresh my health, so I guess technically second time)

The aliens are all similar monochrome outlines, and the bosses are just larger monochrome outlines, and pretty much every
regular level plays out the same apart from the aliens follow different paths around the screen, but you just slide from side to
side firing all the time without really aiming until there are only a couple left. Although the aliens have a few different variants
that shoot differently, and a couple more are added into the mix as levels advance, it all feels very samey.

As mentioned there are a couple of weapon power ups you use with the right mouse button, but these are simply a double and
triple fire, which are useful for quickly clearing the bulk of the aliens at the start of a level, and it is a nice change from the
previous versions that you can choose to use them when you choose, but not exactly very interesting or gameplay changing.

The boss fights are fairly easy generally but long winded and tedious as every time you hit the boss it flashes with immunity for
half a second or so, so you have to slowly wear them down, but as mentioned this isn't very hard to do.

Overall there is really nothing I can think of to recommend this game at this point, previous versions weren't great but at least
posed a challenge that I kept coming back to try to beat every now and then, even if I should have probably spent the time
playing better games, now it doesn't even have that.. Well I couldn't figure out how the boss fights work.
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Farm achievements. The game can be completed in 10 minutes.. If you ask me...game is beautiful!

-pretty hard stages (this is awesome)
-classic 80s or 90s grapichs
-very funny
-annnnd very anti-boring game

I recommend this game, 9/10 well done. The epitome of modern gaming. Cool game and I love it but, every time I exit out it
just sits there (Windows 10). I have to sign out on the PC and sign back in. So due to that I have to say that I CANNOT
RECOMMEND this game. Not worth the trouble trying for a refund.. That is exactly what we mean when we say
VIDEOGAME

10 space invaiders of 10

It is time for nostalgie and spirit of arcades of 80's
When you was young and experienced in such kind of entertainment, it was easy to pass final level.
Try to do it now. No. Just try to reach final boss. This game is extremely hard mode on.

Gamepad is functioning properly
. Okay... who doesn't add controller support for a game like this???
Should be a no-brainer.. For 0.10 cents, it's not the worst thing in the world, but it'd be far more enjoyable as a mini game in a
real game like GTA or an RPG. It's just a little too simple to keep anyones attention.

If you want a good old school arcade throwback, stick with Gon-E-Choo.

store.steampowered.com/app/384990
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